Chapter Two
“The underdeveloped nations of the present are those who
came late in industrial revolution, and the underdeveloped
nations of the future will be those who have already come late
in information revolution” (Escorsia, G)
LITERATURE REVIEW
The ancient civilization was sustained on agro-based society, where
plough and soil were the main driving forces. The industrial revolution
formed an industry-based society, where machinery was the main driving
force behind all planning and implementations. The onward trend of
industry-base remained persistent upto the end of First World War, and
gradually changed orientations towards information-base since the
beginning of Second World War, which is an epoch-making landmark in
the records of historical events of the last century. The data and
information were the main driving force of the information-based society.
Another new era prevailed over the information-based society to take a
new turn towards the post-modern society since late eighties of the last
century, which is utterly knowledge-based. It is knowledge, which is the
main driving force of this post-modern, post-information-based society.
Knowledge is the power and fuel of any sort of functional engines within
the

domain

of

current

socio-economic

infrastructure.

Knowledge

accumulates information; and information, in turn broaden the spectrum of
knowledge. The outlook towards wealth and poverty in this context has
also been somehow molded. The financial poverty is rather preferable to
info-poverty and the info-richness is preferable to financial-richness.
Information is an omnipresent resource today, but it is a resource only
when processed rationally and scientifically; and organized in a logical
sequence

and

used

profitably.

Unorganized
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information

causes

information overload and documentary chaos. Unprocessed information
gives rise to information loss, and unorganized information allows retrieval
of irrelevant information that causes noise in an information system.
Unorganized and unprocessed information just add junk to the multitudes
of documents. The processing and organisation of information is a crucial
function.
The information for finding the research trend of a subject is best
obtainable from the journal articles of that subject. The information about
the content of a journal article is reflected from the keywords of the
concerned article. Keywords are most dynamic and brawny hauler of
information. An analysis of information, from this standpoint effectively
turns into nothing but scrutiny of keywords occurred in journal articles. The
earliest use of keywords has been found in 1975 in the Journal of Applied
Behavior Analysis, as pointed out by Hartley and Kostoff (2003). The
significance of keywords has been described by them. Keywords are
selective words occur in texts to throw light on the core theme discussed
therein. The list of keywords inform about the principal domains of a
subject. The groups of keywords form a subset to the set of all words.
Models for the distribution of words in a text are used to estimate the
performance of algorithms for text compression and for full text retrieval
from databases. Many of these models, such as the Zipf and lognormal
distributions, are used to predict the distribution of word frequencies
(Carroll, 1967; Witten & Bell, 1990; Zipf, 1936, 1949). But such models
ignore the effect of clustering. Clustering arises from the fact that words
tend to be repeated a number of times in the same piece of text, even
words that are quite rare. There are also some accurate models for
studying distribution of words in text, which consider clustering effects
(Witten & Bell, 1990) and (Thom & Zobel, 1992). But these models include
all words occur in a text, not a limited number of selective keywords. The
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thrust areas of research and core theme of the subject are not reflected by
such models.
The keywords are extracted from titles and abstracts of journal articles.
The relevance of titles as source of keywords is discussed by Bottle
(1970), Hansen (1972), Kraft (1964), Lancaster (1972), Olive (1973) and
Ruhl (1964). The relative merits of using title, subject heading and abstract
as sources of keywords is discussed by Byrne (1975). The comparative
layout between title keywords and subject descriptors is discussed by
Voorbij (1998). The subject- descriptors comprise controlled terms which
are required for subject indexing, while title keywords are available directly
without any such intellectual activities. Dubois (1987) and Taylor (1995)
summarized the advantages and disadvantages of both approaches.
Studies on indexing show significant variation in the use of keywords
selected by different indexers to represent the same topic or document
(Bertrand and Cellier, 1995). Suraud et al. (1995) observed the nonexistence of well-defined keywords in newly-emerging subject areas,
which makes bibliographic searches difficult. Bates et al. (1993) discussed
about development in the structures of thesauri and in the designs of the
online information systems. Hurt (1997) emphasized on renewal and
expansion of indexing and classification systems. Soergel et al. (2004)
also point out that existing classification schemes and thesauri lack welldefined semantics and structural consistency. Juvan et al. (2005)
executed keyword analysis to identify narrower research fields within the
broader scientific field. They proposed a bibliometric methodology that
was based on keyword analysis and the structuring of data into
hierarchical tree system and could be used for the assessment of
bibliographic databases and the identification of research trends.
Many researchers have used co-word analysis as an important method to
explore the concept network in different fields, for instance, software
engineering (Coulter, Monarch, & Konda, 1998), polymer chemistry
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(Callon et al., 1991), scientometrics (Courtial, 1993, 1994), information
retrieval (Ding, Chowdhury & Foo, 2001), neural network research
(Noyons & van Raan, 1998; van Raan & Tijssen, 1993), chemical
engineering (Peters & van Raan, 1993a and 1993b), biological safety
(Cambrosio, Limoges, Courtial, & Laville, 1993), acidification research
(Law & Whittaker, 1992), patents (Courtial, Callon, & Sigogneau, 1993),
optomechanotronics (Noyons & van Raan, 1994), bioelectronics (Hinze,
1994), medicine (Rikken, Kiers, & Vos, 1995), biology (Rip & Courtial,
1984; Looze & Lemarie, 1997), condensed matter physics (Bhattacharya
& Basu, 1998), and so on.

The subject area covered in this study is Fermi liquid. In all of these
studies keywords are treated on an identical perspective, but not classified
according to its attributes. The keywords are classified here from different
dimensions of its modes of occurrences within the database. The
methodology

of

classification

involved

here

is

multidimensional

classification that describes a dynamic taxonomy (Sacco, 2006, 2000).
This study also includes investigation of transience and continuance of the
keywords. The study of transience and continuance in scientific authorship
was carried out by Gupta & Kumar (2001); and Price & Gursey (1976).
These studies described various demographic characteristics of the
scientists, i.e. the study of emergence, survival and disappearance of
authors within a scientific speciality. The statistical report on emergence,
survival and disappearance of keywords is presented in this study.
Different mathematical models are framed to describe the trends of
temporal changes take place on emergence, survival and disappearance
of keywords.
Keywords tell about emerging trends and abrupt changes in the scientific
literature that come across due to new discoveries and scientific
breakthroughs such as the discovery of a supermassive black hole in
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astrophysics. There are also other external effects which provoke
scientists to study a subject matter from new perspectives. For example,
the September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks have raised a variety of new
issues to be addressed by researchers in national security, health care,
post-traumatic stress disorder (PSTD) research and many other areas.
The research trend of a subject is clearly recognizable from the set of
keywords. The concept of “Research front” was originally introduced by
Price (1965) to characterize the transient nature of a research field in
terms of citations and number of journal articles. Price (1965) didn’t
consider the occurrence of keywords in a research front. A research front
has been studied in at least three forms as pointed out by Chen (2006):
(a) a cluster of co-cited articles (Chen & Morris, 2003; Small & Griffith,
1974), (b) a cluster of co-cited articles and all articles that cite the cluster
(Garfield, 1994; Garfield & Torpie, 1964), and (c) a cluster of articles that
cite a common group of articles (Morris, Yen, Wu & Asnake, 2003).
The above literature survey indicates that the existing systems do not
necessarily allow for sufficiently accurate and correct keyword cluster
analysis, and that some further development and improvement in the
analytical method of keyword clusters might be useful. Newly emerging
scientific fields, in particular, require more accurate classification of
keywords and greater inclusion of relevant keywords in bibliographic
subject access tools.
In this study, we endeavor to develop a new taxonomy of keywords taking
sample from a dynamic subject field (Fermi liquid). We identify and assess
the existing keywords and its semantic relationship with others. We have
analyzed the temporal variation trends of different keyword-clusters and
developed various mathematical models to describe transience and
continuance. Further, the design of information retrieval thesaurus at
micro-level and development of a new subject-access tool based on
statistics of the parameters of the keyword have been suggested.
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